
Races D6 / Minotaur
Minotaur

        Minotaur live in a Clannish society where honor is everything.

When a juvenilely male becomes of age, he is sent on a test of

manhood (usually by hunting a large scary animal). Upon success, he is

given a warrior's weapon of that particular clan. This weapon stays with

him for life. Lost of this weapon means he has lost his honor among his

clan, and a act of atonement must be conducted to be granted a new

one. Minotaur warriors are honor bound, and are sometimes compared

to being 'Knight-ish'; 'Chivalrous' and are driven. 

Culture:

        Minotaur are naturally an honorable warrior based society. Only males can be warriors. Females

can obtain any position in society as long as its in a support role, to include leadership. Their government

is democratic and they hold frequent elections. Matters of lesser importance are often settled in a

wrestling ring. Might is right - However, since honor rules all, an obviously superior minotaur will handicap

himself in the ring to make the match even. Whenever bored, a warrior will either repair, improve his

weapon and armor, read tomes of knowledge, or wrestle. They do not argue, they wrestle. The winner is

obviously right. Their hides make them immune to normal cold temperatures. Minotaur implore being

called, or being referred to any herb / grazing animals. This will INSTANTLY cause them to roll versus

normal Willpower roll (15+); failure causes them to go into a rage. This rage is always and only directed

towards the person making the comment. This rage gives them +2D on strength rolls, but -2D on

everything else. 

Attribute Dice: 13D

Dexterity: 1D / 4D

Knowledge: 1D / 4D

Mechanical: 1D / 4D

Perception: 1D / 4D

Strength: 2D / 5D+1

Technical: 1D / 3D

Innate Skills and Abilities:

        Beast Riding

        Rage (See Notes) + 2D to Str, -2D to all other attributes

        Sense of smell: +1D to perception, search or to Identify

        Melee:

        Melee Parry:

        Brawling: 



        Melee Weapon repair:

        Armor Repair:

        Intimidation +2D

        Cold Resistance (Due to tough skin)

        History (Planetary Systems / Alien Species) 

Move: 9/13 (on foot)

Height: 2.0 - 3.0 meters

Weight: 300 - 500 lbs 
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